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In studying the response of mechanisms to contrast-defined texture stimuli, it is critical that the
average effective luminance of these textures be equal to that of the background, to minimize net
luminance-based signals. We present an efficient and accurate technique for constructing such
equiluminant textures to isolate contrast-sensitive mechanisms for investigating their properties.
The technique is based on the reverse-phi motion phenomenon, and the resulting settings agree
closely with those obtained by photometric means for the class of textures studied. The method also
allows one to explore the properties of contrast- and luminance-driven motion mechanisms and, in
particular, to evaluate the contribution of putative second-order mechanisms to the motion percept.
Results of applying the method are presented, and its advantages over the minimum-flicker and
minimum-motion techniques are discussed. Copyright O 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd
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INTRODUCTION

Among several models proposed to explain biological,
luminance-definedmotion perception are the correlation
detector (e.g., Reichardt, 1961, van Santen & Sperling,
1985), the motion energy extractor (e.g., Adelson &
Bergen, 1985), and the motion sensor (e.g., Watson &
Ahumada, 1985). Despite their apparent differences,
these models all extract Fourier motion, i.e., motion
reflected by the distribution of stimulus energy in the
frequency domain. Such models can predict a wide
variety of motion perception phenomena. However,
humans can perceive motion in stimuli that do not, on
average, contain any net directional Fourier energy.
Examples are displays in which motion is carried not
directly by luminance, but rather by “second-order”
attributes such as contrast, flicker rate, binocular
disparity, etc. This has led some researchers to postulate
multiple, parallel, motion mechanisms: a first-order
mechanism to detect motion carried by space/time

variations in luminance, as well as second-order
mechanisms to extract motion carried by space/time
variationsin contrast,flickerrate, binoculardisparity,etc.
(e.g., Chubb & Sperling, 1988, 1989; Cavanagh &
Mather, 1989).
An important issue is whether second-ordermotion is
extracted by passive, low-level, sensory mechanisms, or
by active, higher-level, attention-drivenprocesses (e.g.,
Cavanagh,1992,1995).In particular,for stimuliin which
motion is carried by texture contrast, the psychophysical
(Chubb & Sperling, 1988; Stoner & Aibright, 1992;
Werkhoven et al., 1993; Sato & Nishida, 1993; Nishida,
1993; Cavanagh, 1995) and physiological (0’ Keefe et
al., 1993) evidence is strongly in favor of low-level
detectors. The exact nature and properties of these
second-orderdetectorsare currently the subject of active
research (e.g., Nishida, 1993; Chubb et al., 1994;
McGowan & Chubb, 1994; Solomon & Sperling, 1994;
Gorea, 1995). Stereopsis is another modality for which
second-ordermechanismsmay play a role. To study such
putative mechanisms,purely contrast-definedtargets are
employed with mean luminance equal to that of the
background (e.g., Sato & Nishida, 1993). If one’s
objective is to isolate these contrast-sensitivemechanisms to investigate their properties, it is critically
importantto generate textures that vary only in contrast,
while remaining constantin space-averageluminance.In
this paper we present an efficientand accurate technique
for constructingsuch textures.
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A note of clarificationis in order here as to the meaning
of luminance. The term can be used under different
variants of meaning (Palmer et al., 1993). The most
common one is that of physical luminance, as measured
by a photometer, denoted by the symbol P in what
follows. In the context of the present paper, the spaceaverage physicalluminanceof a texturepatch is obtained
by a photometerwith an aperture that is much larger than
the texture grain; in addition,to approacha good estimate
of the mean, one would need to average a large numberof
such measurements taken over different samples of the
texture. However, what we have in mind in this work is
the “effective” mean luminance, denoted by the symbol
L, i.e., the magnitudeof the elicited neural responseafter
the physical luminance has been processed by the
compressive nonlinearity in the human visual system
(e.g., Teller et al., 1982), which, after all, is the signal
provided as input to motion extracting neural mechanisms. Effective equiluminance cannot be obtained by
direct measurement, it can only be estimated by
psychophysical experiments that require a certain
performance criterion, such as a performance minimum
(e.g., the heterochromatic flicker photometry procedure
for obtainingthe equiluminantsetting for a color relative
to a different color) or chance-level performance in a
two-alternative forced-choice paradigm (e.g. the minimum-motion equiluminance technique of Anstis &
Cavanagh, 1983). It is quite possible that the settings of
the two types of equiluminance, physical (P) and
effective (L), are different over some range of experimental conditions (Brown, 1995), because of nonlinear
processing in the neural pathways. For this reason, care
has been taken to distinguishbetween them, and we use
the two different symbols consistently to refer to the
appropriatemeaning throughoutthe paper.
In addition to distinguishing between physical and
effective luminance, one must also be aware of physical
luminance artifacts that are introduced by display
monitors, which are well known in the literature (e.g.,
Teller et al., 1982). We shall assume that the experimenter generatesdisplaysby assigningvalues to pixelsin
a digital image, D, which is convertedby hardware to an
image with physical luminance P(D) on a CRT screen.
Ideally, the transformation P characterizing the display
system should be well-behaved in the sense that the net
amount of light emitted from a region R of a physical
image as the result of a certain distributionU of physical
luminance on R’s pixels should depend only on the
histogramof U and not on the particularspatialpattern of
the distribution. Unfortunately, the transformation P is
typically more complicated than one would like. The
problem is that the net amount of light emitted from a
region R of P(D), due to a given pixel assignmentin D,
typicallydependsin unknownways on the contextof that
assignment;an exampleof such complexitiesis described
in the Resultssection.We considerthe questionof how to
generate a binary texture B such that P(B) has a mean
effective luminance equal to that of P(M), where M is a
uniform field of digital value m.

The type of binary texture most frequently used in
studying second-order processes is one comprising
jointly independentelements, each of which is assigned
value a or b with equal probability.We use the notation
T,,b for such a digital,texture, and we denote its mean
physicalluminanceby P.v~.Let M be the digitalimage all
of whose pixels are assigned value m, and let P. be the
physical luminance of the displayed uniform field P(M),
which results in an effective luminance ~. If the space
average luminance is $omputed after a compressive (or
other) nonlinearity, then Pavg#Lavg. The problem of
obtaining a contrast patch Ta,b with mean effective
luminanceL.v~which is equal to ~ can be formulated as
follows: given a fixed digital value b, vary a in order to
obtain the value a* such that the mean effective
kIIk2UICt! Of P(Ta.,b) jS i3c@ tO ~. For COIICH3HU%,
let us assume that a >v >b.
Two techniques have been employed by Nishida
(1993) to address this issue. If we cast them in the
format presented above, then in the first technique
textured regions alternate in time with uniform-luminance regions, and the observerstry to adjusta until they
perceive minimum flicker. The second method uses
random-checkpatterns, in which the checks are textured
patchesof randomdots,placed randomlyin space against
a background of uniform luminance. These checks are
displacedfrom frame to frame, generatingrandom-check
cinematograms, akin to conventional random-dot cinematograms. If the problem is formulated as above, the
observer’s performance (percent correct of judging the
directionof motion) is plotted as a function of a, and the
effective equiluminant setting is obtained as the value
that correspondsto the worst performance.The rationale
behind this minimum-motiontechnique is that, when the
texture checks’ equivalent luminance is equal to that of
the background, theq there is no Fourier motion
component; hence performance will be at its lowest.
Both of these techniques involve judging the magnitude
of a percept (flicker or motion), which is assumed to be
minimal at a =a*, and to grow in strength as a deviates
from a*.
A problem with each technique is that, even at
effective equiluminance, the percept to be minimized
does not disappear completely. In the case of flicker,
there is residual flick~r from alternating a patch of
uniform luminanceP(M) with a texture patch P(T,*,J; in
the case of motion,there is a residualsecond-ordersignal.
Worse yet, it turns out that the curves that plot the
strengthof the percept as a function of a do not possess a
sharp minimum at a =a* (Nishida, 1993), making it
difficultto obtain accurate estimates of a*. The methods
presented in this paper enable significantlymore precise
estimates by pinning a* at the sharp transition between
two opposite-directionmotion percepts. Ledgeway and
Smith (1994; see also ,Brown, 1995) also developed a
technique, based on apparent motion, for obtaining a
texture patch with a desired mean equivalentluminance,
adapted from the heterochromatic motion method of
Anstis & Cavanagh (1983). Our technique has an
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FIGURE 1. (a) Schematic representationof the stimuli used to obtain a texture patch whose mean effective luminance La,gis
equal to ~, the effective luminance of the background. “L“ elements have a uniform luminance L, and “C” elements are
composed of a random distribution of bright and dim dots of equal densities. (b) The stimulus of (a) above, after the “C”
elements are eliminated. (c) Predictions for performanceswith the stimuli of (a) above, under the simplifyingassumptionthat
luminance-basedmechanismscontributeexclusivelyto the percept. Percentageof favoringthe forwardL-C path is plotted as a
functionof L,vg.The analysisfor obtainingthe predictedcurves (see text) was carried out in terms of L,vgbeingthe independent
variable. However,since L,,g is a monotonicfunctionof a,twohorizontal
axesareShov-m
onefor L~v~and the other for a. (d)
The curves of part (c) above were modifiedto include the contributionof contrast-basedmotion mechanisms.

the patches to play a primary role in eliciting the motion
percept, and to minimizeany possiblerole of the patches’
contrast.
The stimulus is shown schematized in Fig. l(a). Each
row represents one frame in a multi-frame animation
sequence. The stimulus is periodic in both space and
METHODS
time. The temporalperiodicityallowsthe four frames O-3
Rationale+timulus configuration
to generate sequencesof arbitrary length, in which frame
Q.In Fig. l(a),
The proposed experimental techniques are based on i is distributedidenticallyto frame i~OdUIO
arranging patches of P(T.,b) in space-time so that the time is shown in the vertical direction for notational
mean effective luminance Lavg of p(T,,b) produces convenience. Two types of elements are displayed
opposite directions of motion, depending on whether against the background, which has uniform luminance
L,v~> LO+ AL or L,v~< ~ – AL, for very small AL. LO. Those denoted by “L” have a uniform effective
The objectiveis to allow the mean effectiveluminanceof luminance L, which is slightly larger than that of the
advantage over that of Ledgeway and Smith (1994) in
that, in addition to arriving at an accurate value for a*, it
also provides an estimate for the contribution of the
putative second-ordermotion mechanisms.
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background, say 5%, above ~, i.e., L =(1 + e)~ > ~.
The rest are texturedelements,marked “C” (a mnemonic
for contrast), each of which is filled with P(T,,b).
The value of the proposedtechniqueemergeswhen we
consider the global motion percept that the stimulus of
Fig. l(a) might be expected to elicit. Note first that if the
L elementshad an effectiveluminanceequalto that of the
background, then considerations of symmetry mandate
that the resulting stimulus must be ambiguousin motion
content.By making the L patchesbarely brighterthan the
background we hope to engage primarily a mechanism
sensitive to luminance-defined motion, i.e., first-order,
and as far as possible to avoid stimulating mechanisms
sensitive to other sorts of motion.
Suppose that, in fact, only mean effective luminance
of patches are relevant to determining the direction of
global motion. Consider first the case where the C
elements have mean effective luminance equal to that of
the background, i.e. L.v~= ~. In this case, they cannot
contribute a motion signal to a luminance-drivenmotion
extractor, accordingto the hypothesis;then the C patches
vanish as motion tokens, resulting in the oversimplified
schematic mapping of Fig. l(b). Symmetry considerations would predict that the stimulus of Fig. l(b) is
ambiguous with respect to direction of motion. Thus,
irrespective of any assumptions we might make about
how luminance-defined motion is computed, we can
conclude that, if L~Vgis equal to ~, then the stimulus
must elicit ambiguousmotion for first-order,luminancedriven units. Moreover, as we shall see, it turns out that
small deviationsof L~Vgaway from ~ sharply affect the
global motion elicited by the stimulus. It is this
convenient empirical fact that makes the method useful.
In order to predict the direction of motion elicited
when Lavg# ~, we need to appeal to standard
computational models of luminance-definedmotion. In
particular, Reichardt models (van Santen & Sperling,
1985) and motion energy models (Adelson & Bergen,
1985) enable a clear prediction, which is supported
cleanly by the data we shall present. First, if L.v~> ~,
then motion should be in the direction of the L-C path,
comprising alternating L and C patches (because this is
the direction of the dominant spatiotemporalorientation,
since L > LJ. On the other hand, if L,v~c h, then the
dominant spatiotemporalorientationruns contrary to the
L-C path; hence motion should be in the opposite
direction (“reverse-phi,” Anstis, 1970).Thus, if we plot
the probability of perceiving motion along the L-C path
as a function of L~Vg,we expect the solid curve of Fig.
l(c), labeled “L> h“. The predictedcurve was obtained
as a functionof L.vg,but its shaperemains approximately
the same if we plot performanceas a functionof the highintensity digital value a, since L.vg is a monotonic
function of a, as indicated by the horizontal axis labeled
“a”, displayed below the L.,g axis in Fig. l(c) and (d).
We also experimented with a companion condition in
which the effective luminanceL of elements “L” in Fig.
l(a) was 5% lower than that of the background b, i.e.,
L =(1 – c)~ < ~. An analysis similar to that of the

previous paragraph produces a qualitative prediction
shown by the curve of Fig. l(c) labeled “L< ~“.
Reichardt-typeand mdtion energy models (van Santen &
Sperling,1985;Adelson & Bergen, 1985)predict that the
two curves are mirror images of each other. Under the
simplifying assumption that stimulus motion is determined solely by patc~ mean effective luminance, the
two curves must meet~atthe 50% performance level for
L,vg= LO,as shown in Fig. l(c).
However, suppose stimulus motion is not determined
solelyby patch mean effectiveluminance. Supposethat,
in addition, some ot$er, second-order patch attribute
plays a role in dete~ining stimulus motion. (A likely
such attribute would be patch contrast, the average
absolute deviation of patch luminance from background
luminance.) By settin the effective luminance of the L
patches close to ~, w~ hope to minimize contamination
from motion mechanisinssensitive to such second-order
attributes. Nevertheless, we cannot presume to have
eliminated all effects due to such mechanisms.
We make two assumptions about these hypothetical,
second-order mechanisms. The first is that they do not
distinguishbetween L-patcheswith luminance(1 – e)~
vs L-patches with luminance (1 + &)Lo;we assume that
these two sorts of patches are equivalent tokens to
whatever second-ordermechanisms may be involved in
determiningthe finalniotionpercept.This is a reasonable
assumptionin view of full-waverectifyingcharacteristics
of second-ordermotion mechanisms(Chubb & Sperling,
1988; Werkhoven et al., 1993; Solomon & Sperling,
1994; Gorea, 1995). Our other assumption is that the
experimental variations in the pixel value a are
sufficiently small that they do not significantly affect
the second-order attributes of the high-contrast Cpatches.
The implication of these assumptions is that the net
second-orderinfluence,on the elicited motion is constant
across all stimulus variations. This means that the only
effect of second-orderprocesses is to shift horizontally
the curves of Fig. l(c) by some amount. If, as seems
likely, second-orderinfluencesadd to motion strength in
the direction of the L-C path, then the curves for the
cases L < ~ and L > ~ will be shifted to the right and to
the left, respectively,resulting in the predictions of Fig.
l(d); these shifts produce new 50% crossover points
a*+> ~* and a*– <a*, respectively. Under the assumption that the second-ordermechanisms are characterized
by full-wave-rectificationnonlinearities, the two curves
of Fig. l(d) are expected to be mirror images. Thus, a
reasonable estimate is that (a*+)–(a*) = (a*)–(a*–),
and this is indeed what was obtained experimentally,
within measurementerror (see Results section). Thus an
accurate estimatefor a* is obtainedby averaginga*+and
a*–
One also realizes that second-orderprocessesexert the
same effect in each of the L > ~ and L c ~ conditions,
raising the probability of L-C motion by some amount.
Thus, insteadof findingthat the L > ~ and L c LOcurves
intersecteach other at the 50?6level (where theywould if
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FIGURE 2. Results of two observers with the stimuli of Fig. 1.
Percentageof perceivingmotionalong the forward L-C path is plotted
as a functionof a, the luminanceof the bright dots in the texture patch.
A comparison with Fig. l(d) shows close agreement of the
experimental results with the predictions of Fig. l(d).

there were no second-orderinfluences),these curves may
intersect at some higher level as a result of the horizontal
shifts. What is important to realize, however, is that
irrespective of the performance level at which these
curves intersect, under our assumptions,the digitalvalue
a* at which this cross-over occurs must be the value for
which Lav~= ~. Thus, anotherway to estimatea* (as the
point of intersection) is to use the performance data for
the L > L. and L c b cases, to fit psychometriccurves to
the two data sets (using a maximum likelihood fitting
procedure), and to get the cross-overpoint.An additional
virtue of locatinga* as the point of intersectionfollowing
curve-fitting rather by averaging a*+ and a* is that it
allows one to bootstrap confidence intervals for the
estimate of a*. We tried this approach on the data of Fig.
2, and the resuItingestimate of a* was remarkably close
to that obtained by using ((a*+)+ (a*‘))/2.
In summary, if our data conform to the predictionsof
Fig. l(d), then we will concludethat L,vg= LOoccurs for
the value of a at which the two curves intersect, and
assume that any vertical displacement of this crossover
point from the 50% level of performance must be
attributed to second-orderinfluences.
Stimuli
Stimuli were generated by a Silicon Graphics IRIS
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graphicsworkstation,which is capable of displaying256
luminance levels (8-bit digital-to-analogconverters) per
color gun. Three different color monitors were used:
Monitor 1 was a Sony GDM-17E11; monitor 2 was a
Mitsubishi HL7965KW-SG; monitor 3 was a Hitachi
CM2086A3SG.We used exclusivelythe green gun in all
experiments.The viewing distance was fixed at 218 cm.
In most of the experiments,each of the randomdots in the
“C” targetswas a 3-by-3pixel squarewith a side of 1.25
minutes of arc, but we also report results with other dot
sizes. Targets were rectangularblocks against a uniform
background. The spatial period within a frame is the
inter-target center-to-center distance, which was four
times the targetwidth w, producinga fundamentalspatial
frequency of l/(4w), expressed in cycles per degree, if w
is given in degrees of visual angle. The inter-frame
displacementwas equal to w, resultingin a quarter-cycle
displacement. Several choices of w were tried, whereas
the height was fixed, subtendingan angle of 0.5 deg. The
backgroundfilledthe entire screen,but two bIackvertical
strips covered the left and the right ends of the screen,
serving as occluders, and forming an aperture 4.72 deg
wide by 7.06 deg high. These strips created the
impressionthat targets emerged from under one strip at
one end and disappearedunderneaththe strip at the other
end, to avoid artifacts in the motion percept (edge
effects).
Generalprocedure
The temporalsequencefor each trial was as follows.A
fixation point (square with a side of approximately
4.2 min of arc and luminance 32.3 cd/m2) appeared by
itself for 50 msec before the motion stimulus, and
remained visible as long as the animation sequence was
displayed. Luminance were measured with a Minolta
Chroma Meter CS-1OO.The fixation point was centered
horizontally,and its vertical distancefrom the (fictitious)
horizontal line passing through the mid-heights of the
targets is loosely referred to as the eccentricity. Each
frame in the animation sequence lasted for a fixed
interval, denoted as FD (frame duration),with a variable
inter-stimulusinterval 1S1.The direction of motion was
randomizedfrom trial to trial. At the end of the trial, the
observer pressed one of two keys to signify motion
direction to the left or to the right in a two-alternative
forced-choiceparadigm.No feedback was provided.The
next trial commencedimmediatelyafter the responsekey
was pressed.
The first author served as an observer in all experiments, includingpilot sessions.His vision was corrected
to normal. Another naive observer with normal vision
participated in all the experiments reported here.
Observers viewed the display binocularly, with natural
pupils. In both variant procedures described below (a
constant-stimuliand a staircase), the digital values of m
(background)and b (low-intensitydots) were fixed and
the observer’stask was to report the direetion of motion.
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Experiment 1: Constant-stimui7procedure
We first employed a constant-stimuli procedure, in
which the value of a was fixed within each block of 50
trials. Performance was obtained as a function of a,
measured as percentage of responsesthat favored the LC path. Two conditions were tested: (i) L =(1 + @
~ > ~, and (ii) L =(1 – ez)~ c ~, as explained
above. The value of a was selected at random from
block to block, and each value was tried in at least three
blocks, so that each datum point on Fig. 2 representsthe
average of at least 150 trials. We tried several combinations of values for FD, 1S1,and eccentricities. Furthermore, we conducted the same experiments on three
different monitors, which allowed a wide range of
luminance values to be tried (see Results section). The
values of m and b were kept fixed throughout the
experiment, as mentioned above.
Experiment 2: Successive-approximationstaircaseprocedure
The steep slope of the psychometric curves of Fig. 2
(see Results section) allowed us to develop an efficient
method for estimatinga* accurately.It employsstaircase
proceduresfor obtainingthe 50% “crossover” values a*+
and a*– of Fig.l(d),
andthenestimates a* b averaging
a*+and a*–. The same stimulus of l(a) was used in this
procedure with the same spatiotemporalconditionsas in
Experiment 1, and the observer’s task was to report the
direction of motion, as before. The goal was to adjustthe
value of a, based on the observer’s responses, such that
they would converge to a*– for L > h and to a*+ for
L c ~. Let us considerthe case L > h (the case L < b is
entirely symmetric). If the observer’s response favored
the L–C path, the value of a was lowered by one bitcount; conversely,if the observerfavored the reverse-phi
path, the value of a was incremented by one bit-count.
Two independent randomly interleaved staircases were
run simultaneouslyin each block of trials. The stopping
criterion in each staircase was to reach 20 reversals, and
the value of a*+(or a *–) was computed as the averageof
the a values at the last 16 reversals.
Experiment 3: Minimum-flickerprocedure
We also designed and conducted a minimum-flicker
experiment, similar to the one described by Nishida
(1993), to compare the results of the proposed methods.
Flicker was generated by alternating two frames in
temporal sequence at a rate of 10 Hz. Each frame was
formed by a checkerboard pattern of 10x 10 square
blocks. In the first frame, odd blocks had a uniform
effective luminance ~, and even blocks contained
patches of T,,~. In the second frame, the contents of
odd and even blockswere exchanged.The rapid temporal
alternation results in the perception of flicker, which is
expected to be minimum at effective equiluminance,
because this is the condition for which there is no net
effective luminance difference between the two types of
blocks. The values of h and b were fixed and observers
adjustedthe value of a so as to arrive at the desiredsetting

a* which would minimize the perceived flicker. This
adjustment was made possible by two buttons which
observers could press to increment or decrement the
value of a. Observers pressed a third button when they
arrived at minimum flicker, and the value of a was
recorded. Simultaneously, a new trial began, with a
random initial value for a, and the block terminated after
10 trials. We matched the spatiotemporalconditions to
those of the motion experiments.

RESULTS

Experiment 1
The resultsin Fig. 2 were obtainedon monitor3 for the
followingconditions:PO= 11.1 cd/m2,b = 60 (a uniform
field B of value b =60 yields a physical image P(B) of
luminance 2.94 cd/m2). The results reported here were
obtained with w = 10 minutes of arc and an eccentricity
of 3.33 deg. Performance as a function of a is shown in
Fig. 2, using six frames with FD =50 msec and
1S1= Omsec. Data for conditions (i) P = (1 + tl)PO> PO,
and (ii) P = (1 —82)P0c P. are shown by open and solid
circles, respectively,correspondingto the curves labeled
“ L > ~“ and “L c ~“ in Fig. l(d). Data were obtained
with P = (1 + el)Po = 12.2 cd/m and P = (1 – 62)
P. = 10.3 cd/m2. As seen from Fig. 2, the performance
curves conform very well to the predictionsof Fig. l(d).
Psychometricfunctions were fit (Weibull, 1951; Nelder
& Mead, 1965)for the points lying on the two curves (for
L > ~ and L c ~), and a* was obtained as the point of
intersection. This value was 184.23 and 183.73 for
observersTVP and .JWM.The 50Y0cross-overpoints a*+
and a*– were also obtained from the fitted curves, and
their values for observer TVP (JWM) were 186.26
(185.52) and 182.80 (182.48), respectively, resulting in
an averaged estimate for a* = ((a*+)+ (a*‘))/2 with
values 184.53 (184.00), which agree closely with the
point-of-intersection estimates above. The transition
from favoringforward-phi( >50%) to reverse-phimotion
( <50%) occurs around a very limited range of digital a
values. Points along the horizontal axis are spaced apart
by just one bit-count,i.e., l/256th of the full range of the
luminance, which represents the finest resolution of the
color gun outputs.This allowsvery accurateestimatesfor
a*, especiallysince a* is located close to the 50?Z0
points,
where the slopes of the curves are steepest.
Experiment 2
The stopping criterion of 20 reversals was reached
quickly, typically within 40-60 trials per staircase,
depending on the starting point. In addition to fast
convergence, this technique yielded repeatable results
with very low standarddeviations. For example,the case
with P = (1 + el)Po= 12.2 cd/m2,m = 127 and b = 60 was
run 10 times for obseryer TVP (JWM), with a resulting
average of 182.01 (182.40) for a*– and a standard
deviation of 0.921 (0.893); the correspondingvalues for
P =(1 – @P.= 10.3cd/m2were 185.46(185.20)for the
averageof a*+with a standarddeviationof 0.991 (1.671)
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TABLE 1. Values of a*, obtained both photometricallyand psychophysically,as a function of dot size

Monitor
1
1
2
2

Dot size (pixels)

1

2

3

4

6

‘8

16

6* (obtained photometrically)
a* (
II psychophysically)
~v (
“ photometrically)
psychophysically)
a* (
II

202.0
202.0
201.0
197,3

194.5
195.1
190.0
188.7

189.5
190.4
184.3
182.7

188.3
188.6
182.0
182.1

187.8
188.8
182.0
182.6

187.5
188.0
182.0
182.5

187.5
187.8
182.0
183,7

for observer TVP (JWM). These values yield the
averaged estimates for a* of 183.74 for TVP and
183.80 for JWM. This procedure was tried with a wide
range of spatiotemporalparameters and luminancelevels
(see below). As expected, the values obtained agree
closely with those resulting from the constant-stimuli
variant of the experiment. The same eccentricity of
3.33 deg was used.
Experiment 3
The equiluminant settings obtained from the two
psychophysical procedures above agree very closely
with each other, as expected. More importantly, they
agree closely with the settings obtained with the
minimum-flickertechnique,thus offering an independent
verification for the validity of the reverse-phi method
presented in this paper. Under foveal viewing, observers
reported that there was a wide range of values of a for
which flickerappeared to be minimal,which made it hard
to assess a* with precision. This is reflected in the
variance of the values. With the minimum-flicker
procedure, observer TVP (JWM) had an average of
182.40 (183.00) for the digital setting a* with a standard
deviation of 4.671 (3.091), obtained with 10 trials. A
comparison of standard deviations showsthe superiority
of the motion procedures in terms of reliability. An
additional advantageis that it allows the experimenterto
match the spatiotemporalconditions to desired ones for
motion experiments involving equiluminous texture
patches.
To examine monitor artifacts,we used a photometerto
measure the physical mean luminance of checkerboard
texturesby ensuringthat the measurementapertureof the
photometer (aperture diameter was equivalent to 98
pixels on the screen) was much larger than the texture’s
dot size. These textures were composed of square (n x n
pixels) dots, where n varied in the range 3–16 pixels,
having two digital inputs a and b with a > b. We kept the
value of b fixed and we varied a to find a value 6*, for
which the mean physical luminance achieved a desired
level PO(correspondingto a digital input of NO).Initially,
we measured the luminance corresponding to a fixed
digital inputj by filling the entire screen with a uniform
pattern. In this manner we obtained the physical
luminance P, and P~ that correspond to a and b,
respectively. If there were no interactions between the
bright and dim dots of the checkerboardtexture, then its
mean physical luminance would be (P. + pb)/2;thus, the
desired P. would be obtained by supplying for ii” the

correspondingto the luminanCe2p. —pb, i.e., d*
would be independent of the dot size. Two different
monitors were tried (see the Methods section), with the
values of b and NOfixed at 60 and 127, respectively,for
both. For monitor 1, P~= 13.6 cdlmz, PO= 32.8 cd/m2;
for monitor 2, Pb = 7.24 cd/m2, P.= 21.4 cd/m2.
Accordingly, the luminance P,* of the bright dots that
shouldyield the desired average luminanceP. is 52.0 cd/
m2 for monitor 1 and 35.56 cd/m2 for monitor 2, which
correspond to (interpolated) inputs of 187.0 and 180.5,
respectively.
However, when we measured the luminance with a
photometer,we found that d“ varied systematicallywith
dot size, as shown in Table 1 for the two monitors(values
are shown as non-integers,because we used interpolation
to estimate6* when no integervalue of a would yield the
desired measurement PO). As shown in Table 1, ii’
stabilizes around 187.5, near its photometrically predicted value of 187.0 in monitor 1 for n >6, but
converges to a slightly different value (182.0) than the
predicted value (180.5) for monitor 2. In both cases, a*
starts significantly higher than the predicted value for
small n, and grows progressively closer to it as n gets
larger. When the dot size n is small, one needs larger
values of a to get the mean luminance P. that was
obtained for large dot sizes.
To compare these photometricsettings to our psychophysicalprocedures,we used exactly the same settingsas
above and we conductedthe staircaseexperimentonly on
observer TVP, given the negligible inter-observer
differencesreported above. The same two monitorswere
used, and the resulting values of a* are also shown in
Table 1 (rows 2 and 4 for monitors 1 and 2, respectively),
exhibiting close agreement with the photodetector’s
measurements (rows 1 and 3 for monitors 1 and 2,
respectively).However,when texturesof the type Ta,bare
used, things are not as simple as with checkerboard
patterns,which have well structuredspectra in the spatial
frequency domain. Ta,b-type textures have a much
broader spectral composition, because they comprise
random-dot patterns, and it is difficult to analytically
predict Pavgfor such a pattern based on the checkerboard
readings. One way to obtain P.v~is to generate several
instances of Ta,bpatches, and obtain the average of their
photometric outputs. However, when we tried this
approach, the meter’s readings varied widely as the
pattern changed, because of the formation of clusters of
brighter dark dots; for instance,we used a dot size of 3
pixels on monitor 1, and kept b fixed at 60 (pb =13.6 cd/
VdUt3
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TABLE 2. Variation of a*-, a*+, and a* as a function of FD, ISI, and
eccentricity
FD (msec) 1S1(msec) Ecc. (deg)
50
150
50
150
150

0
50
0
50
50

3.3
3.3
0.0
1.65
0.0

a*-

U*+

a“

189.5
191.3
190.4
187.6
192.7
190.2
187.5
192.7
190.1
181.5
202.0
191.8
Staircases did not converge

mz). With an average of 20 photometerreadingsfor each
value of a we obtained mean luminance of 33.43, 33.64,
32.84, and 33.24 cd/m2 for a = 192, 193, 194, and 195,
respectively,which is not even a monotonicallyincreasing sequence, as it should be. Thus one has to make an
excessively large number of measurements to get P,vg,
since the variance is high. In contrast, the staircase
method yields results with much lower variance, and it is
much more efficient than using a photometer.
The techniques described here can also be used to
assess the relative contribution of the putative secondorder system to the overall motion percept. When the
spatiotemporal parameters in the experiments are more
favorable to this system than the values reported thus far,
we expect the curves correspondingto L > ~ and L c ~
to shift further away, resulting in more disparate values
for a“- and a*+.The second-ordersystem is favored by
foveal viewing and by large FD and 1S1(Sperling, 1989;
Papathomaset al., 1995;Papathomaset al., 1994,Gorea,
1995). We varied these parameters using random-dot
textures on monitor 1, with dot size set at 3 pixels and all
the other values set as above. Table 2 shows how the
values of a*– and a*+ changed as FD, 1S1, and
eccentricity were varied.
The values of a“– and a*+drifted away when either
the temporal conditions or the eccentricity were varied,
and the drifting was in the predicted direction. They
drifted the most when both were varied to favor the
second-order system. In fact, as the last row of Table 2
indicates, the staircase procedure did not converge at all
for the conditionsthat were most favorableto this system.
This is indeed what is expected: motion is always seen
along the L-C path, never in the reverse-phi direction.
Therefore, the curves never cross the 50% line, and
convergence is impossible. The data of Table 2 also
provide evidence that the two curves are indeed
symmetric around the a* point, since the resulting a*
changed little for a wide range of experimental conditions.
DISCUSSION

It is not necessary to posit separate first- and secondorder mechanismsto obtain the predictionof Fig. l(d). It
is quite possibleto obtain equallygood predictionswith a
single-system model. For instance, our data might be
explained in terms of a mechanism that applies motion
energy analysis to the output of an image transformation

that is sensitiveboth to mean effective luminance and to
texture contrast. Such a single system could exhibit the
putative first- or second-order system characteristics,
depending on the experimental conditions, which may
favor first- or second-ordermanifest conduct. The value
of the techniques proposed in this paper, however, is
independentof which neural architecture (single system
vs multiple separate motion systems) is actually implemented in the visual brain.
The curves for L > ~ and L c ~ in Fig. 2 are quite
close to symmetric, and any possible deviation could be
explained by a number of reasons: (1) the small number
of points along each curve; (2) the ability of the Weibull
function to approximatethe data; (3) another possibility
for a slight asymmetry is that the luminance of the two
uniformtargetslabeled L in Fig. l(a) (whichwere used to
obtain the two curves) were not symmetric with respect
to ~ = 11.1 cd/m2. The bright one (Ll > ~) was 12.2
cd/m2, the dim one (~ c Q was 10.3 cd/m2, resulting
in DeltaL1= 1.1 cd/m2 and DeltaL2= 0.8 cd/m2.
(4) Finally, another fac}ormay be the different manner
in which luminanceincrementsvs decrementscontribute
to the perception of motion (Wehrhahn & Rapf, 1992;
Mather et al., 1991; Shechter & Hochstein, 1990).
The stimulus of Fig. l(a) is analogous to that
developed for obtaining effective equiluminance for
chromatic stimuli (Gorea et al., 1993), where the
objective was to find the setting of a test color, say red,
that is equiluminantto a reference color, say yellow. The
stimulushad the samex-t structureas shown in Fig. l(a),
where the “L” elements were isochromatic to the
reference (yellow) background, with luminance above
(or below) the background.The only differenceis that the
“C” elements in Fig. l(a) were chromatic test (red)
patches, the intensity of which was varied to obtain
equiluminance.As a result,the procedurespresentedhere
share a basic advantagewith motion-basedtechniquesfor
chromatic equiluminance (Anstis & Cavanagh, 1983;
Gorea et al., 1993). That is, they elicit an ambiguous
direction of motion when the test patch is nearly
equiluminous with the reference background. As the
effective luminance of the test patch becomes higher or
lower than the reference value, one observes that the
direction of motion reverses. Since the technique
involves opposite velocity judgments, the equiluminant
setting is easily obtained, making it appropriate for
psychophysical experiments with monkeys, just as the
minimum-motiontechniquewas for color (Logothetis&
Charles, 1990).
The present techniqueis not limited to texture patches
that are composed of equal numbers of dim and bright
dots. It is easily applicable to textures with arbitrary
proportionsof dots. Similarly, there is nothing about the
method that places limits on the types of texturesthat can
be handled. Thus, one may use texture patches that are
composed of bright (or dim) randomly oriented bars, or
any other pattern, against a dim (or bright) background.
The only constraint is that the texture have two
luminance levels or, more generally, that it have several
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luminance levels, but only one of them maybe varied to
affect the mean effective luminance of the entire patch.
Brown (1995) used a variant of Anstis and Cavanagh’s
(1983) heterochromatic motion equiluminance technique, modified by Ledgeway and Smith (1994). He
reported that the effective luminance of a striped-bars
texture that was obtained psychophysicallywas as much
as 33V0below its mean photometric luminance. Our
results, obtained with the checkerboard textures, did not
exhibit such disparities between psychophysical and
photometric data. However, we also found that the
psychophysically obtained value of a for a random-dot
pattern was consistentlylower, by about 2%, than that of
a checkerboard pattern with the same value for b, for
textures with small dot sizes. Results acquired with the
psychophysically obtained settings verified the absence
of net luminance residuals in a series of recent
experiments (Papathomas et al., 1996). In view of the
compressive nonlinearity in the human visual system’s
response to luminanceinputs,psychophysicaltechniques
must be preferred to photometric methods for obtaining
equiluminant contrast-definedelements devoid of effective luminance residuals.
The present method can be used to obtain textures that
are equiluminant to each other with respect to their
spatial mean value. For example, if it is desired to have
texture patches of type T1 and T2 that have the same
average effective luminance L. but different contrasts,
then the procedures can be applied in sequence to find
equiluminant settings for T1 and then for T2 against a
background of uniform luminance~. This allows one to
designexperimentsin which the backgrounditself is nonuniform (texture Tl), against which are displayed
contrast-definedtargets (texture T2).
The high level of precision afforded by the technique
presented in this paper minimizes artifacts caused by
mean effective luminance differences and allows the
isolation of putative contrast-driven mechanisms. Thus,
the settingsobtainedfrom this procedurecan also be used
in experimentsin which dynamicrandom-dottexturesare
employed to investigate contrast-driven mechanisms,
such as in motion (Werkhoven et al., 1993; Solomon &
Sperling, 1994; Cavanagh, 1995), textural grouping
(Werkhoven et al., 1992), or stereopsis(Sato & Nishida,
1993).
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